Industrial Screen and Maintenance located in Grand Junction, Colorado and Casper, Wyoming, is one of the largest and most advanced machine shop company in the rocky mountain region. They have been in business since 1969. With over 60,000 sq. ft. between both locations, their equipment is fully tooled for large and small production runs, custom manufacturing and cost saving repairs.

Industrial Screen purchased two Fryer ET lathes in 2006 and they continue to expand their capabilities by adding additional Fryer lathes as well as machining centers. In 2018 they purchased a large ET-30 lathe and MC-60 machining center for their Grand Junction location.

According to their President Lindsey Robinson, Fryer machines have helped make them what they are today, a strong growing company making products used worldwide.

"Fryer helped make us who we are today"

For more information, visit www.industrialscreen.com